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Neural responses to odor blends often exhibit non-linear interactions to blend
components. The ﬁrst olfactory processing center in insects, the antennal lobe (AL),
exhibits a complex network connectivity. We attempt to determine if non-linear blend
interactions can arise purely as a function of the AL network connectivity itself, without
necessitating additional factors such as competitive ligand binding at the periphery or
intrinsic cellular properties. To assess this, we compared blend interactions among
responses from single neurons recorded intracellularly in the AL of the moth Manduca
sexta with those generated using a population-based computational model constructed
from the morphologically based connectivity pattern of projection neurons (PNs) and local
interneurons (LNs) with randomized connection probabilities from which we excluded
detailed intrinsic neuronal properties. The model accurately predicted most of the
proportions of blend interaction types observed in the physiological data. Our simulations
also indicate that input from LNs is important in establishing both the type of blend
interaction and the nature of the neuronal response (excitation or inhibition) exhibited by
AL neurons. For LNs, the only input that signiﬁcantly impacted the blend interaction type
was received from other LNs, while for PNs the input from olfactory sensory neurons
and other PNs contributed agonistically with the LN input to shape the AL output. Our
results demonstrate that non-linear blend interactions can be a natural consequence of
AL connectivity, and highlight the importance of lateral inhibition as a key feature of blend
coding to be addressed in future experimental and computational studies.
Keywords: olfaction, computational modeling, neural circuits, mixture processing, synaptic input, inhibitory
interneurons, Manduca sexta
INTRODUCTION
Biological neural networks organize sensory inputs to produce a
meaningful experience of the environment, but the way in which
complex perceptual representations are produced by the olfac-
tory system is not completely understood. For this reason, an
understanding of the relation between the neural representation
of a mixture and its single components constitutes an important
probleminbasicneuroscience.Moreover,suchanalysescanreveal
generalpropertiesofperceptualrepresentation inthenervoussys-
tem, and derive principles that may be widely extended across
species and sensory modalities (e.g., Rabinovich et al., 2008).
Natural odors are complex mixtures of different compounds.
Within the olfactory system, the components of a blend often
interact in a non-linear fashion within the olfactory system to
affect the resultant neuronal response. This gives rise to so-
called mixture interactions (Laing et al., 1989; Duchamp-Viret
et al., 2003). The ﬁrst interaction type is suppression, where the
response to the mixture is less than at least one of the single com-
ponents alone. A related category, in which the mixture evokes a
responsethatisequivalenttothemosteffective singlecomponent,
is known as hypoadditivity. The ﬁnal interaction type is syner-
gism, in which the mixture induces a response that is greater than
the addition of the responses to the single components. A special
case is linear addition, in which there is no interaction between
the components, so the mixture evokes a response that is equal to
the component sum.
The antennal lobe (AL) is the ﬁrst synaptic relay in the olfac-
tory pathway of insects, analogous to the mammalian olfactory
bulb (for recent comparative review, see Martin et al., 2011). It
consists of spheroidal bundles of neuropil known as glomeruli
that contain synaptic contacts between receptors and second-
order neurons. The axons of olfactory sensory neurons (OSNs)
in the antennal nerve contact projection neurons (PNs) that
constitute the output of the AL, and local interneurons (LNs)
that communicate with other glomeruli. OSNs having the same
type of receptor protein contact a speciﬁc glomerulus, giving
rise to a spatial representation of chemical identity. In moths,
approximately 250,000 OSNs from the antenna converge onto
roughly 900 PNs and 360 LNs (Homberg et al., 1989; Figure1).
Interneurons in moths generally exhibit a broad symmetrical
arborization pattern, contacting the majority of AL glomeruli
(Manduca sexta: Matsumoto and Hildebrand, 1981; Kuebler
et al., 2011; Reisenman et al., 2011). Although excitatory LNs
have been found in Drosophila (Shang et al., 2007; Huang et al.,
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Scheme of AL model network connectivity. Each of the
eight OSN types (blue circles) contact only PNs in their corresponding
glomerulus (green dashed circles) as indicated by the blue arrows. OSN types
contact every LN, as indicated by the purple arrows reaching the dashed red
circle containing the LNs. The PNs have reciprocal excitation within the same
glomerulus (green arrows within the dashed green circles), can contact the
LNs (green arrows entering the dashed red circle), and have reciprocal
multiglomerular excitatory contacts with another single glomerulus (dashed
black arrows show a few examples). The LNs have reciprocal inhibition and
can contact the PNs (red lines ending in circles). (B–D) Neuromorphic basis
for the AL model. Confocal micrographs show three female
M. sexta ALs with lines indicating their representative location in the
model schema of A. Each panel extracts a single optical orthogonal slice.
Neurobiotin-injected cells were stained with Alexa-conjugated Streptavidin.
Pictures were obtained by confocal microscopy of three separate whole
mount brain preparations using a 10×, 0.45-NA objective lens
(C-Apochromat, Zeiss). Optical sections (1024 × 1024 pixel) were
taken at intervals of 0.8μm. B displays a lateral interneuron, while C and D
show a multiglomerular and uniglomerular PN, respectively; scale bar:
100 μm.
2010), to date only inhibitory LNs have been located in moths
(e.g.,Reisenman etal.,2011). However,excitatory PNsthatinner-
vate two or more neighboring glomeruli have been identiﬁed in
Manduca sexta hawkmoths (Homberg et al., 1988; Kuebler et al.,
2011; Figure1), and could provide a form of potential lateral
excitation within the moth AL.
There exists considerable evidence indicating that the insect
AL is not simply a relay station in the olfactory pathway, but
constitutes the primary processing centre for blend informa-
tion of the insect brain (e.g., Joerges et al., 1997; Linster and
Smith,1997;HanssonandAnton,2000;GaliziaandMenzel,2001;
Linster et al., 2005; Deisig et al., 2006, 2010; Carlsson et al., 2007;
Silbering and Galizia, 2007; Krofczik et al., 2008; Lei and Vickers,
2008; Fernandezet al.,2009; Riffell et al.,2009a,b; Yamagataet al.,
2009; Kuebler et al., 2011; Meyer and Galizia, 2011). Odor mix-
tures have been found to elicit mainly suppressive and hypoaddi-
tive responses within the insect AL, while examples of synergism
are rare, as evidenced by both calcium imaging (e.g., Deisig et al.,
2006, 2010; Carlsson et al., 2007; Silbering et al., 2008; Yamagata
et al., 2009) and electrophysiological studies (e.g., Krofczik et al.,
2008; Riffell et al.,2009a; Kuebler et al., 2011). In moths in partic-
ular,mixtureinteractions havebeensuggested tooccuratthe level
of OSNs (e.g., Carlsson and Hansson, 2002; Hillier and Vickers,
2011) but are more commonly observed in second order neurons
(e.g., Christensen et al., 1991; Lei and Vickers, 2008; Pinero et al.,
2008).
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In this study, we are interested in the network processing
within the AL as a potential source of non-linear interactions
between single components in the response to a blend. To assess
this, we constructed a morphologically based computational
model including populations of interconnected PNs and LNs
using probabilistic rules. Parameters were calibrated to match
the excitation/inhibition proportion observed in physiological
recordings of AL neurons of the moth M. sexta (Kuebler et al.,
2011). The model predicted most of the proportions of blend
interactions found in the data, and the results are robust to
changes in many parameters due to the underlying probabilis-
tic connectivity. Finally, we used the model to investigate how
different types of non-linear blend interactions could arise in
terms of the synaptic input received by the PNs and LNs. We
focused on the mean values of synaptic input during odor stim-
ulus and control conditions, leaving the inﬂuence of the dynamic
patterns of neural activity for a future study. Our results indi-
cate that the arrayofblend interactions observed in the biological
data can arise from network connectivity alone via sub-networks
of inhibitory interneurons without requiring special intrinsic
properties of the neurons themselves.
METHODS
NEURONAL RECORDINGS AND ODOR STIMULATION
We used intracellular recordings and morphological observations
of AL neurons performed in the moth M. sexta (Lepidoptera,
Sphingidae) by Kuebler et al. (2011), in addition to previous
studies (see citations in “Network connectivity of the model”) to
construct a computational model of AL processing. The model
parameters were calibrated to reproduce the proportion exci-
tation/inhibition found in their physiological recordings (see
“Network connectivity of the model”), and subsequently the
proportions of blend interactions predicted by the model were
independently compared with the recordings as a way of vali-
dating the model (Figures3 and 4), which was in turn used to
assess the role of synaptic input on the emergence of blend inter-
actions (Figures 5–8). We include here a brief description of the
recording methods (for full details see Kuebler et al., 2011).
Projection and interneurons were recorded intracellularly
using sharp glass electrodes and stimulated for 500ms at 10−4
dilution (in mineral oil) with (+) linalool, (−) linalool, phenyl
acetataldehyde, benzaldehyde, hexanol, nonanal, or trans-2-
hexenyl acetate (used instead of nonanal in some experiments),
and cis-3-hexenyl acetate. Stimulus concentrations were equi-
librated according to vapor pressure using a multicomponent
stimulus device (Olsson et al., 2011). Neurons were presented
with each of the seven odors separately, and the odors eliciting
a response were tested together at the same concentration as a
“blend.”Active single components wereﬁnallytested separatelyat
the total blend concentration. Mixture interactions were assessed
as described below from response frequencies for each stimu-
lus presentation, normalized to spontaneous activity as a ratio
(Hz 1.5s after stimulus onset/Hz 1.5s before onset; including
mechanical stimulus delay).
The complete data set consisted of 31 neurons tested each in
one trial with the complete stimulus protocol. From this num-
ber, 20 neurons responded with excitation (including biphasic
responses) and 11 responded with inhibition. Most of the
recorded neurons (29 out of 31) could be classiﬁed as PNs or LNs
bymorphologicalanalysisorbymeasuringthespikewidth,which
nearly twice as large in LNs (for details see Kuebler et al., 2011).
Thecellsthatweremorphologicallylabeledwere9PNsand5LNs,
while the criterion ofthe spikewidth allowed to classify 12 cells as
P N sa n d5a sL N s .
COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
Neuronal model
Individual neuron dynamics of LNs and PNs were modeled
using a ﬁrst-order differential equation (Chong et al., 2012)t h a t
described the evolution of the ﬁring-rate activation variable of a
neuron over time:
τ
dai
dt
=− ai(t) + S
⎛
⎝
 
j∈P
wi,jaj(t) +
 
k∈L
wi,kak(t) +
 
d∈R
vi,drd
⎞
⎠
with S(x) = x3/(0.53 + x3) for x ≥ 0,
and S(x) = 0f o rx < 0,
whereai is the activation level ofthei-th neuron,P is the subsetof
PN neurons, L is the subset ofLN neurons, R is the subset of OSN
neurons, wi,j is the strength of synaptic inﬂuence of j on the activ-
ity ofi(similarly for wi,k), vi,d is the strength of synaptic inﬂuence
of the d-th OSN type on the activity of cell i-th, and rd is the
activity of the d-th OSN type. For PNs, vi,d is non-zero only for
the connections coming from its corresponding OSN. S is a sig-
moid function that limits the neuronal activity to values between
0a n d1 .τ(10ms for PNs and 20ms for LNs) is the time constant
of neuronal dynamics. We assumed that the larger dendritic ram-
iﬁcations of LNs can make them slower than the PNs, as has been
done in previous articles that modeled the AL (e.g., Linster and
Cleland, 2010; Chong et al., 2012).The neuronal activation func-
tion S(x) (Chong et al., 2012) hasa sigmoidalshape that accounts
for saturation in activation level at high input values. We did not
include noise added to each time step, but the initial values of
ai used in each realization were taken from a Gaussian random
distribution with μ = 0.01 and σ = 0.0025. The pre-stimulation
control period started 200ms after the onset of the simulation,
when the system had already reached its resting state, so the tran-
sients due to the initial conditions (visible at times <50ms in
Figure2) did not inﬂuence the results shown in Figures3–8.
Network connectivity of the model
Figure1A shows a general scheme of the network connectivity
pattern. For simplicity only a few neurons of each type are repre-
sented, PNswithgreenﬁlled circlesandLNswith redﬁlledcircles.
Excitatory synaptic contacts are represented with lines ending in
arrow heads, and inhibitory contacts with lines ending in circles.
ThemodelconsiderseightOSNtypesandeightglomeruliwith
15 PNs each, making a total of 120 PNs. The total number of LNs
wasset to 40, resulting in a ratio PN/LN ofthree, which is realistic
for the moth AL (Homberg et al., 1989). Thus, we are making a
proportionalreduction(x = 8.75)oftheglomerulinumberinthe
biological system of M. sexta (which is around 70; Grosse-Wilde
et al., 2011), keeping a realistic number of PNs per glomerulus
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FIGURE 2 | Raster plots showing neuron activity in an example
realization of the AL model. (A) Response to the homogeneous blend.
(B) Response to a single component at blend concentration. The activity
variable of each neuron is represented by a color code (shown in the
scale bars at the lower right side of each panel) plotted against time.
The ordinate’s axis indicates the index numbers of the neurons:
PNs belonging to each of the eight glomeruli (labeled PN 1 to PN
8, with 15 PNs per glomerulus) and 40 multiglomerular LNs
(labeled LN). Odor stimulus duration is marked with gray bars under the
abscissas.
and PN/LN proportions. This reduction resulted in a network
scale in which the dynamic behavior of the model can be cap-
tured without an excessive increase in computational burden. We
checked that the results regarding the proportions of blend inter-
actions did not change signiﬁcantly for a scaled-up version of the
model having 64 glomeruli.
The connectivity between the different cell types is speciﬁed by
its weight and connection probability. In each realization of the
model, the values provided below for the weights were perturbed
with Gaussiannoiseofmeanzeroandσequalto5%ofthe weight.
OSNs of a given type are represented as a single unit (blue cir-
cles and arrows in Figure1A) and only project to PNs of the
corresponding glomerulus (dashed green circles) with a synaptic
weight of 2.0. This conﬁguration retains the generally dogmatic
1:1 principle between OSN type and glomerulus (Ressler et al.,
1994; Mombaerts, 1996; Vosshall, 2000; Baker, 2008; Bruyne and
Baker, 2008). Thus, the PNs of each glomerulus were activated
onlybytheircorrespondingreceptor type,asindicatedbytheblue
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arrows. In contrast, the eight receptor types contacted every LN
with a synaptic weight of 2.0, as indicated by the purple arrows of
Figure1A. Given the high convergence ratio between OSNs and
other AL neurons within each glomerulus (300:1 for OSNs:PNs,
∼1000:1 for OSNs:LNs; Homberg et al., 1989), the connection
probability of OSN to PN or LN contacts was set at 1.0.
The probabilistic rules used to establish the connectivity pat-
tern of the network shown in Figure1A arebasedonmorpholog-
ical studies of the M. sexta moth AL (e.g., Homberg et al., 1989),
and also on direct observations performed by members of our
group (Figures1B–D). The location of the cells displayed in the
morphological images in the context of the network scheme is
indicated with triangular zooms. Here, we show the three major
types of AL neurons recorded in the physiological study (Kuebler
et al., 2011). As noted previously(Kuebler et al., 2011; Reisenman
et al., 2011), LNs in the AL of the moth exhibited a broad, sym-
metrical arborization pattern throughout the AL (Figure1B),
interconnecting a large proportion of the glomeruli, as originally
described (MatsumotoandHildebrand,1981).PNs exhibited two
types ofarborizationpatterns (Homberg et al., 1988). The major-
ity of recorded PNs arborized in a single AL glomerulus, thus
synapsing only with other PNs and LNs within that glomerulus
(Figure1D). However, a small proportion (2:8) of the stained
PNs (Kuebler et al., 2011) arborized in two or more glomeruli
(Figure1C), thus synapsing with neurons within neighboring
glomeruli.
Toreﬂect these morphologicalobservations inour model, PNs
could have excitatory connections with other PNs of the same
glomerulus with probability 0.8 and weight 0.37 (green arrows
within the green dashed circles). In each glomerulus, we also
randomly chose two PNs that could potentially contact PNs of
another randomly chosen glomerulus with probability of 0.8 and
weight 1.25 (the dashed black arrows in Figure1A show only
some examples). When a given glomerulus A received this type
of contact from another glomerulus B, then B also innervated
A with the same rule. In this way, each glomerulus was paired
with another single glomerulus through this reciprocal excitatory
connectivity (e.g.,multi-glomerularPNs;Figure1C).Inthe mor-
phologicaldata,weobservedthatmulti-glomerularPNsgenerally
innervated 2–3 neighboring glomeruli (Kuebler et al., 2011),
however, our model does not include spatial representation. LNs
could contact other LNs with a synaptic weight of −8.0 and
probability of 0.25 (red lines within the dashed red circle of
Figure1A). In this way, both the PNs and the LNs had multi-
glomerular connectivity. LNs could contact PNs with a synaptic
weight of −1.8 and a probability of 0.25, irrespectively of the
glomerulus to which each PN belonged (red lines going beyond
the dashed red circle in Figure1A). PNs could feedback to LNs
with a synaptic weight of 1.4 and probability of 0.15, as shown by
the green arrows entering the dashed red circle in Figure1A.T h i s
relatively sparse bidirectional connectivity between PNs and LNs
ensured that not all PNs were inhibited during odor presentation,
avoiding an exaggerated activation of the LN population at the
same time (Chong et al., 2012). Synaptic weights of PNto PN and
LN to LN connections were selected to reproduce the proportion
of neurons responding with excitation/inhibition observed in the
data (see below).
The values of synaptic weights and connection probabilities
that we used in the model are biologically plausible. We selected
them because they produced very sparse responses (involving less
than 30% of the neuron population) with a proportion exci-
tation/inhibition around 1.8:1, as observed in the physiological
recordings (Kuebler et al., 2011). This ratio was particularly sen-
sitive to the mean synaptic weight of lateral excitation and lateral
inhibition. For uniglomerular PN to PN connection weight val-
ues of0–0.3, we obtained ratios of around 2.5:1.0, while for larger
weights the ratios decreased in a monotonic manner, reaching
1.0:1.0 for a weight of 0.6. In order to match the proportion
observed in the recorded data we used a weight of 0.37, as
indicated above. For multi-glomerular PN to PN connections,
the proportion also decreased with an increase in weight, vary-
ing from 2.4:1.0 to 1.26:1.0 for weights of 1.0–1.5, so we chose
the intermediate weight of 1.25 that matched the recordings. In
the case of the LN to LN connections the proportion excita-
tion/inhibition showed a U-shaped proﬁle for a weight range
from −4.0 (4.0:1.0) to −10.0 (2.2:1.0) with a minimum in −60
(1.5:1), and so we selected a weight of −8.0t h a tm a t c h e dt h e
ratio observed in the data (1.8:1.0). We did not optimize the
parameters to match the proportions of blend interactions being
the main focus of our study, which were indeed very robust to
changes in the lateral excitation and to increases in the lateral
inhibition. Some parameters were selected following a previous
study (Chong et al., 2012), such as the probability of LN to LN
contacts and uniglomerular PN to PN contacts, as well as the
use of low levels of bidirectional coupling between PNs and LNs.
Note that reliable estimates for these parameters are not avail-
able in the moth. Furthermore, the high dimensionality of our
model prevents an exhaustive parameter search. Hence, even if
our parameters are within a physiological range, we cannot rule
out the existence of another physiologically plausible parameter
setthatalsoresultsinthe1.8:1ratiobetween excited andinhibited
responses.
Odor stimulus in the model
In line with the blends used in the physiological experiments,
we considered odor stimuli to exist within a ﬁve-dimensional
space (Q = 5), where each coordinate represents the concentra-
tion, ch, of a single chemical component, h.T h en e t w o r kw a s
stimulated independently with the single component odors, the
homogeneous blend and the single component odors at blend
concentration. Single component odorants had zero concentra-
tion for each odor dimension but one, such that the ﬁve separate
stimulus vectors (q = 1,...,Q)
− → cq =[ cq1,...,cqh,..., cqQ],
contain the components cqh = 0f o rh  = j and chq = 1f o rh = q.
Thus, all component concentrations were normalised to one and
dimensionless for simplicity. The homogeneous blend stimulus
was deﬁned as all components combined simultaneously, ch =
1∀h, and the single component odors at blend concentrations
were derived from the single component odors − −−−→ cq(blend) = 5− → cq .
Thus, in total there are eleven concentration vectors, ﬁve single
component odors, − → cq , the homogeneous blend concentration,
− − → cblend, and the single component odors at blend concentration
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− −−−→ cq(blend). The range of input concentrations used in the sim-
ulations (0–5) was selected to match the range used in the
experiments.
O S Na c t i v a t i o ni nr e s p o n s et os t i m u l u sp r e s e n t a t i o nw a sc a l -
culated as follows. First, each OSN type odor dimension pair was
assigned a binding value, a (analogous to afﬁnity to quantify the
strength of binding), drawn from a Gaussian distribution with
mean 0.5 and standard deviation 0.1. These values characterise
thebindingstrength ofthe differentpurechemicalsforeachofthe
molecular receptor types. Then, for a given OSN type, the differ-
ent input concentration vectors, − → c , were multiplied component
by component with the binding values − → a =[ a1, a2,..., a5]
to obtain the binding vector − → z =[ c1a1, c2a2,..., c5a5].T h i s
scheme provided a plausible description of the typical binding
properties foundininsect olfaction systems (HallemandCarlson,
2006), since it captures the common observation that general-
ist molecular receptors have variable afﬁnity for many chemicals,
andcasesofveryhighorverylowafﬁnityarerelativelyrareamong
general odors.
Foragivenodorpresented to the model, the eightbinding vec-
tors corresponding to each OSN type were merged into a matrix
zdq of 40 numbers (ﬁve columns and eight rows), each specifying
the binding ofa given compound q (columns) to each ofthe OSN
types d (rows). Each binding value zdq was then passed through
a sigmoid function that represented the dose-response curve of
OSN activity to a given component
rdq =
λ
1 + e−α(zdq−γ) + η
to obtain a matrix rdq which speciﬁes the activities of each OSN
type due to each component. The parameters α, γ, η,a n dλ con-
trol the slope, horizontal shift, vertical shift, and amplitude of the
sigmoid, respectively. For each element of the match in order to
create a diversity of tunings, parameter values were drawn from
uniform distributions in the range [0,5], [0,4], [0,0.1], and [0,1],
respectively. In this way, we obtained 40 different sigmoid func-
tions (corresponding to each element of the matrix) that were
used to calculatethe outputactivity ofeach receptor type d dueto
the binding ofeachchemical q.Receptor activations foreach OSN
type d were obtained by summing the columns of the matrix rdq.
Thesigmoidfunctions weredifferentfordifferentodorantsacross
the receptor types (Hallem and Carlson, 2006).
Since we did not want to generate non-linearities in the OSN
response to blends at the periphery level, we assumed a linear
summation in OSN activities of the blend components. Thus,
the columns of this matrix were summed linearly rd =
 
q rdq
to obtain an eight-dimensional vector with the total activity of
each receptor type which was the actual input from the OSNs
to the PNs and LNs of the model (see Equation 1). It has been
reported by Rospars et al. (2008), that certain type of competitive
scheme may occur in around half of the receptors, while others
show more complex allosteric interactions. However, since many
details of the periphery function are still unknown in the moth,
we did not want to add further hypothetical non-linear behaviors
atthereceptorlevelofourmodel,becausetheywouldobscureour
assessment of the interaction types at the neuronal and network
levels. In addition, this generalization makes the model more
generally applicable for other non-moth systems.
When a stimulus was present, we added a small positive off-
set to OSN activations. This offset (set to 1.0) represents the
recruitment of non-speciﬁc OSNs which activate at very low
concentration and was assumed to be equal for each glomeru-
lus for simplicity. For no binding at the input, the values of d
were small positive numbers, simulating some degree of spon-
taneous discharge in the OSNs (Hallem et al., 2004). Notice
that we are modeling the receptor activity at a population level
and the magnitudes are dimensionless. The parameter ranges
were adjusted qualitatively to obtain a family of sigmoid func-
tions that produced similar dose-response curves in terms of
dynamic range (up to 3 log units), sensitivity, and response
intensity axes to those found experimentally using optical record-
ings (Carlsson and Hansson, 2003). This scheme resulted in
very little blend interactions at the OSN level (see “High cor-
relation in blend interaction types between physiological data
and computational model”), which is in agreement with recent
observations performed using optical recordings (Kuebler et al.,
2012).
PROCEDURE TO COMPUTE THE BLEND INTERACTIONS
The procedure used to determine the proportions of blend inter-
actions in the response of single neurons was the same for the
model simulations andthe ALintracellular recordings, using only
the neurons that responded to the stimulus. The stimulation
was performed with the single components, the homogeneous
blend, and the single components at blend concentration, using
a stimulus pulse that lasted for 500ms. Responsive neurons were
then classiﬁed according to the relationship between the blend
response and the responses to single components. Brieﬂy, the
maximum and the standard deviation of the responses to sin-
gle components (maxS,σS) and to single components at blend
concentration (maxSB,σSB) were computed. Then, classiﬁcation
was performed as follows: (1) suppression: blend response <
maxS − σS, (2) hypoadditivity: maxS − σS < blend response <
maxS + σS, (3) linear addition: maxS + σS < blend response <
max(maxS + σS,maxSB + σSB), and (d) synergy: blend response
> max(maxS + σS,maxSB + σSB).
The index of cell activity used to quantify the response in the
recordings was the mean ﬁring rate. In the case of the model we
used the mean of the activity variable (see “Neuronal model”)
which ranges from 0 to 1. In both cases, we compared the activ-
ity evoked by the stimulus with the activity of a control period
before the stimulus onset. The response was taken as the differ-
ence between the activities in these two time windows. In the AL
of the moth, some neurons exhibited biphasic responses, which
consist of excitation followed by inhibition. Our model does not
account for this response type, and we thus pooled neurons that
responded with excitation with neurons that showed biphasic
responses, since the latter also consist of a net increase in ﬁring
rate. Hence, we concentrated here on the mean values of the neu-
ronal activity leaving the assessment of the dynamic patterns to
be presented in a future study.
As explained above, we followed parallel procedures to calcu-
late the proportions of blend interactions in the recordings and
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the simulations. In both cases, we assessed mean response inten-
sity only, and not response duration. This is important becausein
the physiological data the response outlasted the stimulus, while
in the model neurons are endowed with no intrinsic properties
and thus the response ended with the stimulus offset. In order
to account for the entire response period, the response of the
model was considered to be the difference between the mean
activity value in the 500ms following and preceding the stimu-
lus, whilein the intracellular recordings the odorantresponse was
assessed for 1400ms following and preceding the stimulus onset.
An assessment of the model with a stimulus lasting 1400ms gave
the same results as using 500ms. In the model, a neuron was
considered to be responsive when the difference in mean activ-
ity between the stimulus (with the blend or a single component
at low concentration) and the control period exceeded a value of
0.1, which corresponds to 10% of the maximum activity value.
This gives a response threshold that is close to one observed in
the physiological data (Kuebler et al., 2011).
RESULTS
HIGH CORRELATION IN BLEND INTERACTION TYPES BETWEEN
PHYSIOLOGICAL DATA AND COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
We performed 100 realizations of the computational model (net-
work connectivity shown in Figure1), each with different recep-
tor binding matrices and sigmoidal functions for the model
OSNs. Figure2 displays raster plots of an example realization
showing the activity of all cells during the stimulus with the
homogeneous blend (panel A) and with a single odorant at the
blend concentration (panel B).
The biological and computational comparisons of blend inter-
actions were performed by selecting a set of synaptic weights
and connection probabilities that allowed a biologically reﬂective
sparsity in the AL neuronal response including an approximate
ratio of 1.8:1.0 between neurons that responded with excitation
and inhibition, as observed in the recordings (Kuebler et al.,
2011). In both cases, excitation was more prevalent in LNs, while
PNs exhibited similar levels of excitatory or inhibitory responses.
For PNs, the proportion excitation/inhibition was 0.86:1.0 in the
model and1.3:1.0in therecordings where12cells responded with
excitation and nine with inhibition. For LNs, this proportion was
3.0:1.0 in the model and also 3.0:1.0 in the recordings where six
LNs responded with excitation and two with inhibition.
Responses were classiﬁed into four types according to the
activity of each neuron in response to the blend vs. its single
components. When there is no interaction between the compo-
nents, the response evoked by the blend is equal to the linear
sum of the responses to the individual components. In the case
of synergism, the response exceeds the linear sum. Suppression is
a reduced response with respect to the single components, while
in the case of hypoadditivity (often referred to as overshadow-
ing or blocking) at least one of the components of the blend
is ignored and the response resembles that of the most effective
component.
The proportions of blend interaction types are shown in
Figure3 for neurons that respond with excitation (Figure3A)
and inhibition (Figure3B). The blue columns represent the
model results, while the red squares represent the values found
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FIGURE 3 | The proportions of blend interaction types found in 100
model realizations (µ ± SD) are shown with blue bars. The data values
obtained from the experimental recordings (N = 31 neurons) are plotted
with red squares. (A) Neurons that respond with excitation (N = 20).
(B) Neurons that respond with inhibition (N = 11). The number of neurons
used to compute the proportions represented by the red squares are
provided under their corresponding abscissa labels. For the model
simulations of neurons that respond with excitation (blue bars in A) the
neuron numbers were 901 for suppression, 822 for synergy, 546 for
hypoadditivity, and 81 for linear addition. For the neurons that respond with
inhibition (blue bars in B) the neuron numbers were 622 for suppression,
520 for synergy, 179 for hypoadditivity, and 54 for linear addition.
in the experimental recordings of AL neurons. For both the
recordings and the simulations, we found that most interactions
between odorants were non-linear, and within the non-linear
interactions hypoadditivity (blend response = single compo-
nents) and suppression (blend response < single components)
were more common than synergism (blend response > single
components at blend concentrations). For the responses consist-
ing of excitation (Figure3A), the red squares are within the error
bars of the blue columns, close to its mean value. This indicates a
good agreement between the physiological data and the model.
This is also the case for synergism and linear addition in the
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neurons that respond with inhibition (Figure3B). However, in
this case the model does not ﬁt the experimental results for sup-
pression and hypoadditivity but exhibits more of the former and
less of the latter type of blend interaction than the physiology
(Figure3B). These two categories are both forms of suppression,
and the sum of their relative observations (about 0.8) is equal
between the recordings and the model (Figure3B). We suspect
that intrinsic neuronal properties that were not included in the
model are responsible for this discrepancy, altering the response
of the neurons in the vicinity of the threshold between both
interaction types.
The results shown in Figure3 did not change when we
increased or decreased the weight of the lateral excitation or
when we increased the weight of the lateral inhibition in the
ranges speciﬁed in section “Network connectivity of the model”.
For weaker lateral inhibition values, we observed an increase in
linear addition accompanied with a decrease of the same mag-
nitude (∼0.1) in suppression in the neurons that respond with
excitation. Conversely, the proportion excitation/inhibition was
very sensitive to variations in the values of these parameters (see
“Network connectivity of the model”).
To assess whether the observed proportions of blend interac-
tion types arose from the AL network (PNs and LNs) or from the
OSN periphery of the model, we ran a separate simulation using
a reduced version of the model. In this simulation, we suppressed
all inhibitory and excitatory connections within the AL and the
input/output function of PNs and LNs was linear [S(x) = x], so
t h eo u t p u to fa nA Ln e u r o nw a ss i m p l yal i n e a rf u n c t i o no ft h e
input received from the OSN periphery. Under these conditions,
we observed that all responses consisted in excitation, resulting
in linear addition for most AL neurons (for every LN and for ¾
of PNs), while the remaining cases showed hypoadditivity. This
is in close agreement with experimental observations found with
optical recordings of the compound input (Kuebler et al., 2012)
and suggests that the periphery has little inﬂuence on AL blend
interactions in the moth. The same result was found when we
suppressed only the lateral inhibition (LN to LN and LN to PN
connections) using S(x) = x/10 to avoid an explosion of exci-
tation in the simulation. This means that the result depicted in
the blue bars of Figure3 arises principally from the AL network
with a fundamental contribution made by the lateral inhibition.
We also performed a control simulation with the full AL connec-
tivity but using the linear input/output function S(x) = x (with
negative values rectiﬁed to 0) and observed that the results of
Figure3 and the ratio excitation/inhibition were not signiﬁcantly
modiﬁed, implying that they are not due to the particular form
of the non-linear squashing function used for AL neurons (see
“Neuronal model”).
As explained in “Neuronal recordings and odor stimulation,”
most of the recorded neurons (29 out of 31) could be classiﬁed
as PNs or LNs (Kuebler et al., 2011). Using this classiﬁcation,
we compared the proportions of blend interaction types for PNs
and LNs of different response types (Figure4). Neurons that
responded with excitation are depicted in panels A (PNs) and B
(LNs), while neurons that responded with inhibition are depicted
in panel C (PNs) and D (LNs). Despite the low cell numbers for
the physiological measurements, we found that the model follows
the trends observed in the recoded data for both PNs and LNs
that responded with excitation (Figures4A,B). In the case of PNs
that respond with inhibition (Figure4C)t h em o d e lm a t c h e dt h e
proportions of the data only for synergism and linear addition.
Comparing Figures3 and 4 we can conclude that the differences
found in the pooled data set (Figure3) are still apparent when
assessing PNs and LNs separately (Figure4).
In this work, as in previous experimental studies (Duchamp-
Viret et al., 2003; Silbering and Galizia, 2007; Kuebler et al.,
2011), blend interaction types (with the exception of synergy)
were deﬁned with respect to single component odors delivered
at a concentration equal to the blend concentration divided by
the number of single components tested (e.g., we used ﬁve com-
ponents with blend concentration of ﬁve, resulting in a single
concentration of 1). We also conﬁrmed that the results presented
in Figure3 are similar for blends of 2–7 components, or for
blend concentrations from 1.25 to 10. These alterations did, how-
ever, affect the proportion or excitation/inhibition, which could
be compensated by altering the levels of lateral inhibition. Thus,
although our model results in monotonous responses to changes
in input concentration, more experimental data is necessary to
evaluate the generalization of our simulations over a wide range
of input concentrations.
In this subsection, we have shown that our computational
model, with a parameter set calibrated in order to reproduce the
proportion of excitation/inhibition and response sparsity found
in the physiological recordings, can also reproduce the propor-
tions of blend interactions types without any additional tuning.
While the model matches the data remarkably well for neurons
that respond with excitation, hypoadditivity was underestimated
and suppression was overestimated in neurons that responded
with inhibition, although the sum of their relative observations
was matched. Under these conditions of biologically plausible
synaptic interactions, we assess in the following how blend cod-
ing is shaped bythe differentsources ofsynaptic inputreceived by
individual AL neurons.
LN INPUT SHAPES BLEND INTERACTIONS AND RESPONSE
TYPES IN AL
Our goal was to understand how the different types of responses
and blend interactions emerged in the AL network. Hence, we
analyzed the synaptic inputs to AL neurons and their changes as
the stimulus was varied. In Figure5A w ep l o tt h ed i f f e r e n c ei n
total synaptic inputbetween the blendstimulation period and the
pre-stimulation period, multiplied by the corresponding synap-
tic weights for different response categories in the model. This
m a g n i t u d ei sr e f e r r e dt oa ss y n a p t i ci n p u t .A se x p e c t e d ,n e u r o n s
that responded with excitation experienced an increase in net
input with blend stimulation, while neurons that responded with
inhibition showed a decrease in their net input (Figure5A).
Figures5B and C display the synaptic input arriving from
the LNs (left panels), PNs (middle panels), and OSNs (right
panels) to the PNs (Figure5B), and LNs (Figure5C). For both
cell types, changes in lateral inhibition were the main determi-
nants of response type. In the case of PNs, however, other PNs
and OSNs also contributed to the response. In the case of LNs
(Figure5C) the only relevant input arrived from other LNs, with
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nosigniﬁcantcontributioncarriedbytheinputarrivingfromPNs
and OSNs (middle and right panels in Figure5C).
As interaction types are deﬁned by the relation between the
blend response and the responses to the single components,
we performed a similar analysis on the synaptic inputs to each
neuronconsideringthedifference between theinputduringblend
stimulation and the mean input during single component pre-
sentations. This magnitude, referred as change in synaptic input,
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FIGURE 4 | The proportions of blend interaction types found in 100
model realizations (µ ± SD, blue bars) are compared with the data
values obtained from the experimental recordings of the neurons that
could be successfully classiﬁed as PNs or LNs (N = 29 neurons, red
squares). (A) PNs that respond with excitation (N = 12). (B) LNs that
respond with excitation (N = 6). (C) PNs that respond with inhibition (N = 9).
(D) LNs that respond with inhibition (N = 2). The number of neurons used to
compute the proportions represented by the red squares are provided under
their corresponding abscissa labels. For the model simulations of PNs that
respond with excitation (blue bars in A) the neuron numbers were 397 for
suppression, 306 for synergy, 240 for hypoadditivity, and 47 for linear
addition. For the LNs that respond with excitation (blue bars in B) the neuron
numbers were 504 for suppression, 516 for synergy, 306 for hypoadditivity,
and 34 for linear addition. For the PNs that respond with inhibition (blue bars
in C) the neuron numbers were 506 for suppression, 457 for synergy, 151 for
hypoadditivity, and 42 for linear addition. For the LNs that respond with
inhibition (blue bars in D) the neuron numbers were 116 for suppression, 63
for synergy, 28 for hypoadditivity, and 12 for linear addition.
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FIGURE 5 | Synaptic input (deﬁned as the difference in input between
the blend stimulation period and the pre-stimulation control period,
multiplied by the corresponding synaptic weights) for neurons of
different response type (µ ± SEM for 100 model realizations). (A) Total
input to AL neurons. All comparisons reached p < 1 × 10−6 in the t-test after
Bonferroni correction, the most important result being responses consisting
of excitation vs. inhibition (orange and cyan diamonds). In panels B and C,w e
show the input arriving from different types of neurons (LNs, PNs, and OSNs)
to AL neurons (PNs and LNs). (B) Input to PNs arriving from LNs (left panel),
PNs (middle panel), and OSNs (right panel). (C) Input to LNs arriving from
LNs (left panel), PNs (middle panel), and OSNs (right panel). The p values for
cases in which we found signiﬁcant differences in the t-test (p ≤ 0.01, after
Bonferroni correction) are listed in the following, the most important result
being responses consisting of excitation vs. inhibition (orange and cyan
diamonds). For the input from LNs to PNs (left panel of B) all comparisons
reached p < 1 × 10−6. For the input from PNs to PNs (middle panel of B)
comparisons reached p < 1 × 10−6. For the input from OSNs to PNs (right
panel in B) excitation vs. inhibition p < 1 × 10−6, excitation vs. no response
p < 1 × 10−6, inhibition vs. mixed response p < 1 × 10−6, inhibition vs. no
response p < 2 × 10−5, and mixed vs. no response p < 1 × 10−6. For the
input from LNs to LNs (left panel in C) all comparisons reached p < 1 × 10−6,
with the only exception of mixed vs. no response that was not signiﬁcant.
wascalculated asthe difference between the blendandthe average
single components at low concentration, multiplied by the corre-
sponding synaptic weights (Figures6–8). In Figure6 we depict
the total change in synaptic input for neurons that respond with
excitation (Figure6A)a n di n h i b i t i o n( Figure6B), irrespective
of their neuronal type (PNs or LNs). The following two ﬁgures
unfoldthisresultseparatingPNsfromLNsandspecifying the dif-
ferentsources ofinput. InFigure7we showneuronsthatrespond
with excitation (PNs in Figure7A and LNs in Figure7B), while
in Figure8 we show neurons that respond with inhibition (PNs
in Figure8A and LNs in Figure8B).
Figure6showsthatthe changein totalinputgrewinthe order:
suppression, hypoadditivity, and linear addition in neurons that
respondedwithexcitation (Figure6A),anditdecreasedfollowing
the same sequence in the case of neurons that responded with
inhibition (Figure6B).
Figure7 shows that the input change arriving from LNs to
LNs that responded with excitation (left panel in Figure7B)gr e w
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FIGURE 6 | Change in synaptic input (deﬁned as the difference in input
between the blend response and the average response to the single
components at low concentration, multiplied by the corresponding
synaptic weights) for AL neurons of different blend interaction types
(µ ± SEM for 100 model realizations). (A) Total change in synaptic input
arriving to neurons that respond with excitation. (B) Total change in synaptic
input arriving to neurons that respond with inhibition. The p values for cases
in which we found signiﬁcant differences in the t-test (p ≤ 0.01, after
Bonferroni correction) are listed in the following. In panel A: suppression vs.
hypoadditivity p < 1 × 10−6; suppression vs. linear addition p < 1 × 10−6;
suppression vs. synergy p < 1 × 10−6; hypoadditivity vs. linear addition
p =< 1 × 10−6, hypoadditivity vs. synergy p < 1 × 10−6. In panel B:
suppression vs. hypoadditivity p < 1 × 10−6; suppression vs. linear addition
p < 1 × 10−6; hypoadditivity vs. linear addition p = 3.8 × 10−4.
monotonically from suppression to synergy, creating the image
of an ascending ladder. A similar picture applies for the input
change arriving from the LNs to the PNs that responded with
excitation (left panel in Figure7A), although in this case lin-
ear addition and synergy (the last step of the ladder) were not
signiﬁcantly different. This suggests that a stronger lateral inhibi-
tion in response to the blend established suppression, while small
changes and decreases in lateral inhibition resulted in hypoaddi-
tivity and linear addition (or synergy), respectively. The change
in input arriving from PNs to PNs that responded with excita-
tion (middle panel in Figure7A) again created the trend of an
ascending ladder with a missing last step. This is not the case for
the change in input arriving from PNs to LNs that responded
with excitation (middle panel in Figure7B)w h e r en os i g n i ﬁ -
cant differences were found. Regarding the input change from
OSNs, a decrease for PNs that responded with excitation (right
panel in Figure7A) established suppression, but there were no
signiﬁcant differences in input changes from OSNs to LNs that
responded with excitation for any interaction type (right panel in
Figure7B).
Figure8 shows that the change in input establishing suppres-
sion for responses consisting of inhibition likewise tended to
differ from that establishing the other interactions types. For PNs
that responded with inhibition (left panel in Figure8A)t h ei n p u t
change from LNs in establishing suppression was greater than
both hypoadditivity or linear addition. This situation repeated
for the input from OSNs to PNs that responded with inhibition
(right panel in Figure8A). For the input from PNs to PNs that
responded with inhibition, the input change creating suppression
was greater than in the other three categories (middle panel in
Figure8A). For the input from LNs to LNs that responded with
inhibition the input change creating suppression was greater than
linear addition (left panel in Figure8B), but no signiﬁcant differ-
ences werefoundintheinputchangesfromPNsandOSNstoLNs
(middle and right panels in Figure8B). The increased change in
synaptic input that created suppression for responses consisting
of inhibition resulted from both a decreased inhibition coming
from the LNs, and a stronger excitation coming from the OSNs
and PNs.
In summary, Figures7 and 8 indicate that blend interactions
were shaped mainly by the input changes coming from LNs in all
AL cells of the model, with an agonistic contribution of smaller
magnitude from PNs and OSNs in the case of PNs.
DISCUSSION
COMPARISON OF BLEND INTERACTIONS IN THE MODEL AND
RECORDINGS
The proportions of non-linear blend interaction types observed
in the biological data were accurately predicted by the simulation
results in most cases. The matching is almost perfect for neu-
rons that respond with excitation. For neurons that respond with
inhibition, a good agreement was found for synergism and lin-
ear addition, while in the case of suppression and hypoadditivity
the model could only match the sum of both categories, but not
the actual proportions of each. Both hypoadditivity and suppres-
sion are forms of suppressive interactions (Kuebler et al., 2011),
hence this discrepancy is quantitative rather than qualitative.
Future research can elucidate whether more realistic single-cell
properties, or the presence of inhibitory responses at the OSN
level (e.g., Hallem and Carlson, 2006) could result in a better
match. Indeed, the high correlation between the model and the
physiological data is surprising considering the simplicity of the
model employed, andmusttherefore originate in the morpholog-
icallybasedpatternofneuronalpopulationinteractions. As stated
in section “High correlation in blend interaction types between
physiological data and computational model”, the neuronal acti-
vationfunction S(x)(Chongetal.,2012)isnotresponsibleforthe
proportions ofblend interactions observed in Figure3,w h i c ha r e
also found to hold over a wide dynamic range of stimulus. This
type of non-linearity is widely used in the ﬁeld of computational
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FIGURE 7 | Change in synaptic input (deﬁned as the difference in input
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components at low concentration, multiplied by the corresponding
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different blend interaction types (µ ± SEM for 100 model realizations).
(A) Change in input to PNs arriving from LNs (left panel), PNs (middle panel),
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which we found signiﬁcant differences in the t-test (p ≤ 0.01, after Bonferroni
correction) are listed in the following. For the change in input arriving from
LNs to PNs that respond with excitation (left panel in A): suppression vs.
hypoadditivity p < 1 × 10−6; suppression vs. linear addition p < 1 × 10−6,
suppression vs. synergy p < 1 × 10−6; hypoadditivity vs. linear addition
p < 1 × 10−6; hypoadditivity vs. synergy p = 1 × 10−6. For the change in
input arriving from PNs to PNs that respond with excitation (middle panel in
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suppression vs. synergy p = 1 × 10−6. For the change in input arriving from
LNs to LNs that respond with excitation (left panel in B): suppression vs.
hypoadditivity p < 1 × 10−6; suppression vs. linear addition p < 1 × 10−6;
suppression vs. synergy p < 1 × 10−6; hypoadditivity vs. linear addition
p =< 1 × 10−6, hypoadditivity vs. synergy p < 1 × 10−6, linear addition vs.
synergy p = 7.9 × 10−5.
neuroscience and is in agreement with most observations of the
activation proﬁle in real neurons.
Our computational model of the AL comprises many levels
of biological organization, from the OSN periphery to the net-
work architecture, including the neuronal model and synaptic
interactions. We used probabilistic connectivity to create random
networks that operate in a balanced regime, with strong excita-
tion and strong inhibition that approximately compensate each
other, which is a reasonable strategy considering that the details
of the local synaptic efﬁcacy that operates in the biological system
are unknown. This allows to reproduce the proportion of the dif-
ferent interaction type even when some key parameters (such as
the lateral excitation and lateral inhibition synaptic weights; see
“Network connectivity of the model”) are varied in a relatively
broad range. Whenever possible, morphological and physiolog-
ical data were used to constrain the model, but in some cases
simplifying assumptions had to be made due to the lack of
sufﬁcient experimental evidence. In such cases we adopted deci-
sions that were plausible or based on previous literature. For the
periphery, alinearcombinationofingredients wasusedbecauseit
is the simplest assumption and no information is available about
this issue in the moth. The neuronal and synaptic models were
taken from a previous modeling study (Chong et al., 2012), and
the probabilistic rules used to set the network structure were
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FIGURE 8 | Change in synaptic input (deﬁned as the difference in input
between the blend response and the average response to the single
components at low concentration, multiplied by the corresponding
synaptic weights) for PNs and LNs that respond with inhibition of
different blend interaction types (µ ± SEM for 100 model realizations).
(A) Change in input to PNs arriving from LNs (left panel), PNs (middle panel),
and OSNs (right panel). (B) Change in input to LNs arriving from LNs (left
panel), PNs (middle panel), and OSNs (right panel). The p values for cases in
which we found signiﬁcant differences in the t-test (p ≤ 0.01, after Bonferroni
correction) are listed in the following. For the change in input arriving from
LNs to PNs that respond with inhibition (left panel in A): suppression vs.
hypoadditivity p = 1.64 × 10−3; suppression vs. linear addition
p = 2.9 × 10−5. For the change in input arriving from PNs to PNs that
respond with inhibition (middle panel in A): suppression vs. hypoadditivity
p < 1 × 10−6; suppression vs. linear addition p < 1 × 10−6; suppression vs.
synergy p = 9.78 × 10−4. For the change in input arriving from OSNs to PNs
that respond with inhibition (right panel in A): suppression vs. hypoadditivity
p < 1 × 10−6; suppression vs. linear addition p = 6 × 10−6. For the change in
input arriving from LNs to LNs that respond with inhibition (left panel in B):
suppression vs. linear addition p = 3.3 × 10−3.
based on morphological studies (Kuebler et al., 2011,a n dr e f -
erences therein). The parameters are biologically plausible and
allow usto reproduce the excitation/inhibition ratio and response
sparsity observed in the recordings. Our results are based on the
average behavior of 100 networks generated with probabilistic
connectivity rules, hence the possibility that they rely on a spe-
ciﬁc value for one or more of the non-ranged, ﬁxed parameters
is extremely unlikely. The general agreement between the propor-
tions of blend interactions in the simulations and the recordings
was not calibrated into the model but arises as a purely emer-
gent phenomenon. This predictive power strongly indicates that
the model describes the mean responses of AL neurons to both
purechemicalsandodorblendsinaphysiologicallyrelevantman-
ner, capturing the working principles of the AL network to a
considerable extent.
I nt h ef o l l o w i n g ,w ed i s c u s st h er o l eo fs y n a p t i ci n p u tw i t h i n
the network in determining the type of response and blend inter-
action displayedby individualneurons ofthe model. Our analysis
is restricted to the mean values of neural activity during the odor
stimulus and control period, leaving the inﬂuence of the dynamic
patterns to be presented in a separate study.
SYNAPTIC INPUT, RESPONSE TYPES, AND BLEND INTERACTIONS
IN THE COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
Neurons that respond with excitation undergo an increase in net
synaptic input in response to blend stimulation, while neurons
that respond with inhibition experience a decrease in their input,
as expected (Figure5A). Individual neurons are implemented
as leaky integrators, hence they can only increase (decrease)
their activation if their input increases (decreases). A more
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surprising result is that the difference in total input depicted in
Figure5A is determined mainly by the input arriving from the
LNs (Figures5B,C). The LNs that respond with inhibition do so
because they received a very strong inhibition from other LNs,
and not less excitation from the PNs and OSNs. The LNs that
respond with excitation do so because they received weaker inhi-
bition from the LNs and not larger excitation from the PNs and
OSNs(Figure5C). In the case of the PNs, the response consisting
of inhibition was built up by a very strong inhibition from LNs
combined with a weaker excitation from PNs and OSNs, while
for the response consisting of excitation a weaker inhibition from
LNswascombinedwith astronger excitation fromPNsandOSNs
(Figure5B). To summarize this ﬁrst ﬁnding, we can state that the
response type of all neurons depends on the change in LN input
in response to olfactory stimulation, with an agonistic contribu-
tion ofsmaller magnitude coming from the PN and OSNinput in
the case of PNs.
Thesecondﬁndinginourassessmentofthe pre-synapticactiv-
ity (Figures6, 7,a n d8), is that the change in synaptic input
f r o mt h eL N si sk e yt od e t e r m i n i n gt h et y p eo fb l e n di n t e r a c -
tion shown by a neuron (PN or LN). In the particular case of
LNs that respond with excitation, the change in input from other
LNs is the only determinant of the blend interaction type, with
suppression receiving the largest amount of inhibition (i.e., lower
input value) followed by hypoadditivity, linear addition, and syn-
ergy in a sequence of decreasing inhibition. A similar situation
holds for PNs that respond with excitation, where this sequence
starts in suppression, continues with hypoadditivity, and ends
with linear addition (without including synergy). However, the
changeininputarrivingfromotherPNsalsocontributestodeter-
mine the blend interaction type through an excitation drive that
progressively grows in the sequence suppression, hypoadditivity,
linear addition, and synergy. In addition, the change in input
from OSNs to PNs is smaller in suppression than in the other
categories,creating anadditionalinﬂuence that addsagonistically
with the input from the LNs and PNs. In the case of neurons that
respond with inhibition we can also recognize a key role of the
LNs, although in this case it is mainly to determine the difference
between suppression and other categories, without the sequence
mentioned above.Again,forLNsthatrespondwith inhibition the
onlysigniﬁcantinﬂuenceistheonecomingfromotherLNs,while
for PNs that respond with inhibition the change in input arriving
from PNs and OSNs combines in an agonistic manner with the
change in LN input to determine whether the interaction type
will be suppression or not. From the three agonistic inﬂuences
observed in PNs that respond with excitation and inhibition, the
onecoming from the LNs is stronger as it can be seen in the scales
of ordinates in the Figures7 and 8.
As a summary of our synaptic analysis, we can state that the
input changes coming from LNs, PNs, and OSNs drive the mem-
brane potential of the PN output from the AL in an agonistic
manner that determines the type of blend interaction that they
d i s p l a y .I nt h ec a s eo ft h eL N s ,t h eo n l ys i g n i ﬁ c a n ti n p u ti st h e
one arriving from other LNs. Suppressive interactions in neurons
that respond with excitation are associated with smaller changes
in synaptic input than the other types of blend interaction, while
the opposite holds for neurons that respond with inhibition.
The observed proportions of blend interactions types were
robust to changes in lateral excitation, but were affected by
decreases in the weight of lateral inhibition. The fact that less LN
to LN coupling decreased the proportion ofsuppression(increas-
ing linear addition by a similar amount; see “High correlation in
blend interaction types between physiological data and compu-
tational model”) in neurons that respond with excitation makes
sense on the light of the analysis presented in Figure7B (left
panel), as suppressive interactions are associated with negative
values ofsynaptic inputchange from LNs.Thus, lateralinhibition
appears to be playing a more important role than the lateral exci-
tation (mediated by the PN to PN connectivity) in the shaping of
blend interactions types. This agrees with the results of the honey
bee modeling studies of Linster and Smith (1997) for suppres-
sion and hypoadditivity (referred in Linster’s study as blocking
andovershadowing,respectively) andSchmukeret al.(2011)wh o
showed that strong lateral inhibition can result in suppressive
mixture coding, allowing good odor discrimination in the PNs
of the lateral antenno-cerebral tract. Our results suggest that lat-
eral inhibition is also very important for the emergence of linear
addition and synergism in the case of the neurons that respond
with excitation (left panels in Figures7A,B), since these interac-
tion types are associated with a larger input change arriving from
LNs. Behavioral studies have shown that GABAA antagonists dis-
rupt odor discrimination (Mwilaria et al., 2008)a n dt h eb u r s t i n g
response pattern of PNs associated with odor source location (Lei
et al., 2009)i nM. sexta. This indicates that pharmacological or
genetic manipulation of the interneuron network of the moth
w o u l dr e s u l ti nas e v e r er e d u c t i o ni nn o n - l i n e a ri n t e r a c t i o n st o
blends, as has been observed for mixture suppression in the PNs
of Drosophila after picrotoxin application (Silbering and Galizia,
2007). This type of experiments, combined with simultaneous
multi-unit and optical recordings that assess a greater proportion
of the AL network, would be key to elucidating the nature of AL
blend processing mechanisms in the future.
RELATION WITH PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTAL AND MODELING STUDIES
The results of this computational study provide important global
insights into the biological network that are difﬁcult to uncover
empirically through current physiological methods. Comparative
analyses across several species suggest that odor blends are coded
at the ﬁrst processing stage in a spatiotemporal fashion (for
review see Lei and Vickers, 2008) deﬁned by a stereotyped spa-
tial pattern (GaliziaandRoessler, 2010), different response onsets
(Krofczik et al., 2008), and synchronous ensemble ﬁring patterns
(Riffell et al., 2009a,b). However, the close agreement between
our neuromorphic model and the electrophysiological data sug-
gests thatthe connectivity patternofinputOSNs,interglomerular
LNs, and output PNs is itself sufﬁcient to confer the level of
blend interactions exhibited by the AL. This implies that other
cellular characteristics relating to the ﬁring and spatiotempo-
ral dynamics of AL neurons are not obligatory to establish the
non-linearity of blend processing witnessed in other electro-
and optophysiological analyses of insects (Carlsson et al., 2005;
Deisig et al., 2006; Pinero et al., 2008; Silbering et al., 2008;
Riffell et al., 2009a). This result is particularly surprising consid-
ering the highly reduced assumptions made in our model that
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do not consider cellular and network properties such as excita-
tory interneuron synapses (Shang et al., 2007), heterogeneity of
interneuronbranching(Fontaetal.,1993),andadditionalelectric
coupling between glomeruli (Yaksi and Wilson, 2010).
Further examination of the synaptic interactions in the model
reveals that the source of the non-linear processing is due in
large part to the interneurons within the network. Such a result
is reasonable when one considers the broadly tuned nature of
the input to the AL. A blend response results from the activity
of several OSNs with different afﬁnities and responses to odor
components (Hallem et al., 2004; Hallem and Carlson, 2006).
As receptor neurons expressing the same receptor innervate the
sameglomerulusintheAL (Ressler etal.,1994;Mombaerts,1996;
Vosshall, 2000), some form of interglomerular connectivity is
imperative for accurate blend representation, and any apparent
non-linearity is subsequently the result of such interconnectiv-
ity. Indeed, recent physiological studies in ﬂies (Silbering et al.,
2008) and bees (Deisig et al., 2006) have highlighted the vital
roleoftheinterneuronnetworkinconferringblendnon-linearity.
Moreover, the importance of inhibitory sub-networks in shaping
the activity ofexcitatoryneuronsandsynchronous ﬁringiswidely
recognized in the ﬁeld of sensory perception [e.g., seeAssisi et al.,
2011; but note the recent study of Daly et al. (2011)i nM. sexta],
and our study suggests it is also vital for neural encoding of
complex odor blends.
Interestingly, the output of the network, relayed by PNs, is
ultimately inﬂuenced by synaptic input from all three types
of AL neurons. This indicates that the ﬁnal representation of
a blend is a composite of all possible interactions within the
AL. This also indicates that any blend non-linearities already
present at the periphery (not included here but implied by
other studies: Carlsson and Hansson, 2002; Hillier and Vickers,
2011; Su et al., 2011) may signiﬁcantly impact the resul-
tant output from the AL. Additional modulation between PNs
(either within or between glomeruli) further modiﬁes the out-
put and creates the ultimate “blend percept” (Kuebler et al.,
2011).
Our results suggest that the non-linear processing establishing
theunique“blendpercept”withintheALcanresultfromnetwork
interactions, without the need of intrinsic neuronal properties in
the cells within that network. Our ﬁndings highlight that such
mixture interactions are a natural outcome of the architecture of
the AL, and reveal its important role in shaping the perception
of olfactory information in the CNS. By design, the AL is not
merely a relay station for olfactory information, but ﬁlters and
processes multicomponent informationinto auniquerepresenta-
tion that reduces signal dimensionality for subsequentprocessing
in the CNS.
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